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The word game- the word game
I’ll name some letters-then say how they sound
If it’s a word- Thunbs up
If it’s not- thumbs down
Thumbs up or thumbs down
Thumbs up or thumbs down
Thumbs up or thumbs down
Thumbs up or thumbs down
The word game, oh yeah, the word game
I’ll name some letters-then say how they sound
If it’s a word- Thumbs up
If it’s not- thumbs down
Words have their own family of letters
That stay the same and make sense together
I’ll name some letters, then say how they sound
If it’s a word, thumbs up
If it’s not, thumbs down
Thumbs up or thumbs down
Thumbs up or thumbs down
Thumbs up or thumbs down
Thumbs up or thumbs down

The word game, oh yeah,
the word game